Ellesmere College
Key Stage 3 Home Learning Pack – Animals
English
In English, we would like you to:
• Read information about animals
and then answer some questions
• Work on plurals and collective
nouns
• Create some animal adjectives
and Similes

Maths
In Maths, we would like you to work on:
• Animal tally charts, graphs and Venn
diagrams
• Ordinal numbers
• Days of the week and months of the
year
• Shapes and their properties

Other learning
Creative Arts:
Complete a drama and dance around different animals and create your own routines
Independence:
Make some animal shaped food and then think about how to look after pets before
creating your own animal shelter
Science:
Learn about hibernation and migration including performing an experiment on how to
stay warm and then creating some geese to try a V formation
Understanding the World:
Read information related to different animals and their habitats including desert, artic,
oceans and also learn about animals in Great Britain
PSHE:
Time to think about endangered animals, global warming, and what we can do to help
and what jobs people do to care for animals. Complete a bird watch and then learn more
about the Inuit people
Physical Development:
Time to set-up some home challenges and games to practice your core skills
Technology:
Build your own animal shelters and design your own farm/zoo

Don’t forget to send some work to your tutor on Weduc!

Lesson 1 – Animal drama
Introduction: In this lesson we are going to create movement and sounds like an animal.
Equipment:
• A room
• Music equipment – Alexa, I-Pod, I-Pad
Instructions: You will make different movements and sounds of various animals and if
possible pair with someone else to develop new themes.
Activity 1 – Animal Movement
You are going to move round the room like these animals below using only your acting
skills (No sound allowed). Each animal must be performed for 30 seconds:

LION

MONKEY

ELEPHANT

SNAKE

CROCODILE

PARROT

Now after performing the above animals you are now going to transform yourself into
these below but you must include the appropriate noise for each one (again 30 seconds
for each animal).

Cat

Activity 2 – You are now that animal and must perform different actions that it would
perform.
You will perform all of the following (using obvious animal movement – dog: on all fours):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Trot like a horse in a field.
Run like a dog chasing and retrieving a bone.
Lither through the very long grass like a snake.
Walk through the desert like a camel.
Be a monkey picking and eating a banana.
Beat your chest like a Gorilla, making an appropriate sound.
Stalk a mouse, like a cat.
Move restlessly up and down a cage, like a Lion impatiently awaiting feeding time
at the zoo.

Activity 3 – Paired animal activities (you are acting out scenarios)
If you have a sibling or an adult willing to participate, pair up. In your two, try and
encourage verbal responses where possible. Try and perform the scenarios below
(alternating each role) and remember to act the part as accurately as possible.
1. One to be lion tamer, the other to be lion.
2. One to be a dog trainer, the other to be the dog.
3. A zoo keeper and a monkey being fed.

Activity 4 – You will listen to the music ‘Carnival of the Animals’ by Saint Saens and see if
can identify the animals being depicted.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k2RPKMJmSp0
If you are unable to listen to the music try the following instead:
Create the noises that these animals would make:
1. A monkey which has hurt its paw.
2. A hungry bear.
3. A dog tied up and has just seen a mouse.
4. An elephant that has just seen another elephant killed by a poacher.

Lesson 2 – Dance movement related to animals
Introduction: You are going to try and remember the music of last lesson (Carnival of the
Animals) and try and recreate animals from this into dance moves.
Equipment:
• Music device (to play Carnival of the Animals)
• Space
• If possible a partner (sibling or willing adult)
Instructions:
You will need to be warmed up and flexible for this activity as
we will be using all parts of our body.
Activity 1 – Inspired Improvisation
ANIMALS in the ‘Carnival of the Animals’ include: Lions, Hens,
Donkeys, Tortoises, Elephants, Kangaroos, Cuckoo, Swan,
Character with long ears.

You are going to use inspired improvisation, this where we
create actions on the spot without rehearsing them.
In ‘Carnival of the Animals’, there is a section of the music
that is inspired by tortoises.
Can you improvise three actions inspired by the way tortoises
move?
If you have a music device maybe play music you like and
perform to that. (Practice these moves for 5 minutes)

Activity 2 – Rhythmical Recital
In dance, rhythm refers to the timing of
the movements. Choose one of the
animals featured in ‘Carnival of the
Animals’ and develop five actions
inspired by this animal.
Now, choose a piece of music and
perform these actions to fit the rhythm
of the music you have chosen. (practice
these rhythmic moves for 5 minutes)

Activity 3 – Dancing Dynamically
The dynamics of a dance are the
ways in which the actions are
performed, for example quickly,
slowly, energetically, lazily,
smoothly or jaggedly.
In ‘Carnival of the Animals’, part of
the music represents swans. Can
you perform three actions to
represent the way a swan moves, using suitable dynamics? Using your own music, can
your moves fit the music? (practice these moves for 5 minutes)

Activity 4 – Dancing in Unison (You will need a
partner for this)
Dancing in unison refers to two or more dancers
performing the same actions at the same time.
Working with a friend or family member, choose an
animal from ‘Carnival of the Animals’ and perform
three actions in unison inspired by this animal.
Again, use your own music if you feel it helps your
performances. (Practice moves for 5 minutes)

Activity 5 – Performance practice
You are going to use all the moves you have practiced in Activities 1 -4 into a little
performance to the music you chose.
Remember that control, movement and timing to the music are really important. Get an
adult to watch (if not involved!). Play the whole piece
of music and put all your dance moves together.
Remember to dance in time to the music.

Activity 6 – Cannon moves and Mirror dancing
Can You Canon?
Dancing in canon is when two or more dancers
perform the same actions one after the other.
Working with a friend or family member, choose an
animal from ‘Carnival of the Animals’ and perform
three actions inspired by this animal in canon. Again,
use your own style of music. (Practice moves for 5
minutes)

Mirror My Moves.
Mirroring is a dance technique in which two
dancers face each other and perform actions
at the same time but using opposite body
parts so they look like they are reflecting each
other.
Working with a friend or family member,
choose an animal from ‘Carnival of the
Animals’ and together try mirroring three
actions that are inspired by this animal.
Again, use your own music. (Practice moves
for 5 minutes).

Activity 7 – Final Performance
You are going to play the music of your choice for the whole duration, at the same time you
will create your musical performance using all the skills learnt across this lesson. Remember
to dance in time to your music so that the performance blends into a smooth dance.

Lesson 1 – Animal breakfast – toast or pancakes
Introduction:
Breakfast is the most important meal of the day. Bread or pancakes aren’t the healthiest
choice of foods; however, we can make them healthier by swapping white bread for
brown bread and white flour for whole wheat flour which will add heart healthy filling
fibre to your breakfast. Then we add our healthy toppings like fruit and yoghurt to boost
vitamins and fibre that will help you stay full through the morning.
•
•
•

All students will be able to make an animal face or shape using toast and fruit.
Most students will be able to make food choices, weigh and measure out their
ingredients, have support using the hob and be able to decorated their own
pancakes.
Some students will be able to do all of the above and attempt the 2 coloured
pancake art.

Activity 1 – Animal Toast
Equipment:
• Toaster
• Chopping board
• Table knife
• Spoon
• Colander

Ingredients:
•
•

•

Wholegrain bread (white bread is ok too!)
Any fruit – bananas, strawberries,
blueberries, oranges, raisins, apple,
grapes, pineapple etc.
Spreads – yoghurt, honey, peanut butter, jam, chocolate spread.
(Eating in moderation is a great way to enjoy your favourite foods, some spreads
aren’t very healthy and therefore don’t have many health benefits. So, if you
choose something like Chocolate spread and jam which are both high in sugar
make a healthier choice next time).

Instructions: Think about the animal shapes/ faces you want to make.
Step 1 – Collect your ingredients.
Step 2 - Prepare your fruit. Pop your fruit into a colander
and wash them under cold water and slice them into
segments or pieces if you need to. Ask your adult to help
you with harder items like an apple as they will need to use
a sharper knife.

Safety first - Remember to
always look at what you
are slicing and hold your
fingers upright firmly on
the piece of fruit to slice.

Step 3 – Place your bread carefully into the toaster and
press the leaver button down.
Warning! Never put your hand or any other
instrument into the toaster when it’s on or off!)

Step 4 – When your toast has popped up (be careful it will be hot) place it onto your
chopping board. Using the back of a spoon spread your yoghurt or alternative onto your
toast.
Step 5 – Add your healthy toppings to make your animal face. Eat and enjoy!
Activity 2 – Animal Pancakes
Equipment:
• Frying pan
• hob
• Whisk
• Scales
• Large mixing bowl
• Chopping board
• Table knife
• tablespoon
• Spoon
• Colander
• Spatula

Ingredients: For Animal Pancakes
• 200g self-raising flour
• 1 tsp baking powder
• 1 egg
• 300ml milk
• 1stp vanilla extract
• Oil
• Any fruit – bananas, strawberries, blueberries, oranges, raisins, apple, grapes,
pineapple etc.
• Spreads – yoghurt, honey, peanut butter, jam, chocolate spread.
(Eating in moderation is a great way to enjoy your favourite foods, some spreads
aren’t very healthy and therefore don’t have many health benefits. So, if you
choose something like Chocolate spread and jam which are both high in sugar
make a healthier choice next time).
Instructions:
Step 1 - Prepare your fruit. Pop your fruit into a colander and wash them under cold
water and slice them into segments or pieces if you need to. Ask your adult to help you
with harder items like an apple as they will need to use a sharp knife.
Safety first - Remember to
always look at what you
are slicing and hold your
fingers upright firmly on
the piece of fruit to slice.
Step 2 - weigh out 200g self-raising flour and add 1 tsp
baking powder in a large bowl.
Step 3 – In a jug measure 300ml
milk, 1 tsp vanilla extract and beat
in 1 egg.
Step 4 - Make a well in the centre
of the dry ingredients and
gradually whisk in the milk to
make a thick smooth batter.
Step 5 - Heat a teaspoon of
sunflower oil in a large non-stick frying pan. Drop a large
tablespoonful of the batter per pancake into the pan to make
pancakes about 7.5cm across.

Step 6 - Cook for about 3 minutes over a medium heat
until small bubbles appear on the surface of each
pancake, then turn and cook another 2-3 minutes until
golden.
Step 7 – Put onto a plate and cover with kitchen paper to
keep warm while you use up the rest of the
batter.
Step 8 –When you’re ready to decorate.
Using the back of a spoon, spread your
yoghurt or alternative onto your pancake.
Step 9 – Add your fruit toppings to make
your animal face. Eat and enjoy!

Activity 3 - Animal pancake art
Ingredients:
• Same as above
• 50g cocoa powder or food
colouring
Equipment:
• Same as above
• Sieve
• 2 plastic small nozzle bottles
Step 1 – Make up your pancake batter recipe (as above)
Step 2 – Divide the mixture in half
Step 3 - Pour one half of the batter into a plastic bottle
Step 4 – Sieve in 20g cocoa powder into the rest of the batter
and whisk it altogether / add a couple of drops of food
colouring to your plain batter.
Step 5 – Pour this into the other plastic bottle.
Step 6 – Heat your oil in a pan over a medium heat (keep the
pan handle turned away from you)

Step 7 - Use your darker coloured batter to create an
outline and the animals features and then fill it in with the
plain coloured batter. Once filled and bubbles are on the
surface turn over and cook on the other side.
Step 8 – Still add your yogurt and fruit for a nutritious
breakfast.

Lesson 2 – Bunny apple crumble tarts
Introduction:
This recipe uses a range of
cooking skills from
chopping and grating to
mixing and rolling. You can
adapt the recipe by adding
alternative fruits to the
mixture and you can make
different animals if you
wish.
•
•
•

All students will be able to mix the ingredients together to form a dough and roll it
out with support.
Most students will be able to weigh and prepare ingredients with support and do
the above independently.
Some students will do all the above independently.

Equipment:
• Scales
• Bowls
• Grater
• Muffin/cake tray
• Oven
• Teaspoons

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tablespoons
Mixing spoon
Cutlery knife
Fridge
Cling film
Rolling pin
Large circle cookie cutter / cup

Ingredients:
• 150g unsalted butter, frozen. Plus extra for greasing.
• 335g plain flour, plus extra for dusting
• 1 orange zest
• Juice of ½ orange
• 2 gala apples or any you have at home – peeled, cored and chopped, peel
reserved. (gala apples are sweet and therefore you don’t need to add extra sugar
to the filling)
• 1 ½ tsp cinnamon
• 50g porridge oats
• 1tbsp maple syrup or honey
• ½ tsp nutmeg (optional)
• 12 blueberries or alternative to decorate
• 12 raisins or alternative to decorate
Instructions:
Step 1 - Preheat the oven to 200C/180C Fan
1. Step 2 – Weigh out all of your ingredients and prepare
your orange juice and zest using a grater

Safety first - Remember to
always ask an adult to
help you with cooking
things in the oven as it
gets very hot.

2. Step 3 – Add your flour to a large mixing bowl. Grate in the frozen spread, add the zest
and stir with a blunt-bladed knife.
3. Step 4 - Mix in 2tbsp water and use your hands to bring the mixture together into a
ball.
4. Step 5 - Wrap in clingfilm and chill in the fridge for 20 mins.
5. Step 6 - Put the apples in a bowl. Squeeze over the orange juice. Sprinkle over 1tbsp of
the remaining flour and 1tsp of the cinnamon. Mix to coat the apples. Set aside.
6. Step 7 – Grease a muffin tray with a little butter.
7. Step 8 - Take out your chilled pastry from the fridge. Unwrap it and place the pastry
onto a floured surface.
For best results when rolling out your pastry
Make sure you have a clean, dry area of work surface that’s large enough for
you to roll out the pastry without items being in your way.
Lightly dust the surface with flour and place your dough onto it. The sprinkle a
little more flour on top of the dough and your rolling pin.
8.

Step 9 – Using a rolling pin, roll it out
to the thickness of a £1 coin. Cut out 6
x 10cm circles using a cutter or an
upside-down cup and place them into 6
muffin tray holes, pressing in with your
fingers. Leave ½ cm overlapping the
edge of each hole.
Step 10 - Chill for 5 mins. Use the leftover pastry to make 12 x 2cm bunny ears.
9. Step 11 - Mix together the oats, the remaining flour, the maple syrup, the remaining
cinnamon and the nutmeg.
Step 12 - Divide the apples between the cases, spoon the crumble mix on top and add
the ears.
Step 13 - Bake for 15-20 mins until the pastry is browned and the crumble is set and
crispy. Press 2 blueberries and 2 raisins onto each to make a bunny face. Add apple peel ‘whiskers’ and enjoy warm.

Lesson 3 – Looking after pets
Introduction: Some of us have pets, some of us don’t.
It’s important that we know and learn how to take
care of a pet in case we want one in the future.
In this lesson:
•
•
•

All students will be able to say the basic needs
of looking after a dog or rabbit and complete
the table with support
Most students will be able to read all the information, answer questions and
complete the tables with some support.
Some students will do all the above independently and give detailed answers.

Equipment:
• Pencil
• Worksheet
• Paper

Instructions:
Activity 1 Read through the slides with an adult and complete the table and answer the
questions.

Activity 2 - As you can see, dogs and rabbits not only look and behave differently they are
cared for in different ways.

Can you complete the table below with what these animals need to be properly cared
for?
What do they need?
Sleep / bed

Eat

Exercise

Drink

Play/games

Company

Cleaning

Dogs

Rabbits

Activity 3 - Let’s look at looking after a completely different type of pet.
Fish

Do you think it would be easy to have fish as a pet?
What do you think a fish needs to be properly cared for? Complete the table:
What do they need?
Sleep / bed

Eat

Exercise

Drink

Play/games

Company

Cleaning

Fish

What would you do if a pet started to behave in an unusual way or stopped eating and
drinking?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..…………………..
Do you think looking after a pet would be / is easy or quite difficult? Why?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..…………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..…………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..…………………..

Answers

What would you do if a pet started to behave in an unusual way or stopped eating and
drinking?
A - Take it to the vets
Do you think looking after a pet would be / is easy or quite difficult? Why?
A – Own answers

Lesson 4 – Design and make a pet and its home
Introduction: Now you have some ideas of what a pet needs, lets design one a home.
Firstly, think of a pet. We are going to design and make a miniature home and a pet.
Equipment:
• A pencil
• Coloured pens or pencils
• Plain paper
• Recycling – cereal boxes, plastic bottles, pots, tubs etc
• Scissors
• Glue
• Sellotape
• Playdough or…
• Flour, salt, oil and water and food colouring (optional)
Instructions:
•
•
•

All students can attempt to draw a pet and their home with support as well as
make shapes with their dough.
Most students will do the above and make a pet house model out of recycling with
some support and a pet figure from playdough.
Some students can do all of the above independently whilst adding finer details to
their model to include all their pet’s needs.

Activity 1
Design the ideal home for your pet. Make
sure that the home provides the pet with
food, water, shelter and a space to play, rest
and exercise. Use the box below or a larger
piece of paper. Can you label your diagram
and think about the recycled items you could
use to make it?
Here are some ideas to help you. Let’s get
creative!

Remember we aren’t making this life-size, just a miniature version.
My pets home design

My pet will look like this

Activity 2
When you have drawn your design, you can gather your recycling and start to make your
pet house. Don’t forget to include all their needs. Be careful and don’t use recycling
objects that are sharp like tins/cans/glass.

Activity 3
If you have playdough you can make
your animal model for its home you have
made – Have fun!
If you don’t have any playdough, let’s
make some…
Playdough recipe
Equipment:
• bowl
• Mixing spoon
• Tablespoons
• Measuring jug
Ingredients:
• 8tbsp plain flour
• 2 tbsp table salt
• 60ml warm water
• 1 tbsp oil
• Food colouring (optional)
Instructions:
Step 1 – Mix 8 tbsp flour and 2 tbsp salt in a large bowl.
Step 2 – in a measuring jug mix 60ml warm tap water and 1 tbsp oil together.
Step 3 – Pour the water mix into the flour
and stir it altogether with a spoon
Step 4 – Dust a work surface with a little
flour and knead the dough together for a
few minutes to form a smooth pliable
dough.
Step 5 – Optional. If colouring – section
your dough and knead a small drop of
food colouring into each piece. (wash
hands and clean surfaces after each
colour) Its now ready to be used.
Why not take a picture and send it to your
tutor on Weduc!

Lesson 1 - Hibernation
Introduction:
In this lesson you will learn that some animals have come up with a clever way to keep
safe over winter. It is called hibernation. You will need to read some information about
animals and answer questions about what you have read. There is a cut and stick sorting
activity and finally a Science experiment- about trying to keep warm. There are two
experiments to choose from.
Equipment:
• Pencil
• Scissors
• Glue
Experiment 1
• Hot water bottle
• Towels
Experiment 2
• Blanket / quilt /towels
• Coat
• Outside space
Instructions:
Activity 1:
Some animals survive through the winter by
hibernating.
Before you read the information about
hibernation and answer some questions can
you name any animals that hibernate. Here
are three animals which hibernate that you
may know.
Remember to ask and adult to help with
reading the information if you need it.

Activity 1- Quiz questions
Circle the correct answer.
If an animal hibernates, what does it do?

2) Why do some animals hibernate in winter?

3) Before animals hibernate why do they eat extra food?

Answers: A. D. C.

Activity 2:
These animals live in the United Kingdom. They all hibernate in the winter.
Draw a line to match the picture with the correct label.

Answers

Activity 3: Sorting animals into categories.
Carefully cut out the animals. Use the information you have already learnt in activity 2 to
help you work out which animals go into each column. Stick the animals in the correct
places. Can you think of any other animals that either hibernate or does not hibernate
and add them to the table?

Activity 3 Answers
• Hibernates: Hedgehog, toad, bat, bumble bee
• Does not hibernate: fox, badger, robin

Activity 4: Keeping warm experiment.
There are two experiment choices. Read both choices with an adult and decide with
experiment you are going to do together.

•
•
•
•
•

Equipment needed
Experiment 1: Cosy Cave
Experiment 2: Extra layers of warmth
2 Hot water bottles or 1 hot water
• Coat
bottle (repeat activity).
• Blanket or quilt
Paper
Colouring pencils
Towel
Carrier bag

Experiment 1: Cosy Cave
Bears eat a lot of food before they go into hibernation. This extra food makes their bodies
fatter.
This experiment will see which bear will stay warmer for longer the bear with an extra
layer of fat or the thinner bear. Fat bear= hot water bottle +towel layer. Thin bear = hot
water bottle only.
1. Make a prediction (a clever guess) which bear do you think will stay warmer for
longer?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..…………………
2. Draw 2 bears on a piece of paper and cut them out.
3. Ask an adult to fill the hot water bottles with hot water NOT boiling water.
4. Place your drawing of a bear on each hot water bottle.
5. Wrap one of your hot water bottles tightly in a towel.
6. Outside place a carrier bag or something water proof on the ground.
7. Place both hot water bottles onto the carrier bag.
8. Leave the hot water bottles outside for 15 minutes
9. After 15 minutes go outside and carefully put your hand on the bear picture. How
does it feel? Hot, warm, cool? Circle how it feels on the chart below.
10. Every 15 minutes go and check the temperature of your bear and record you
answer.

Fatter bear.

Hot water bottle with
towel.
Thinner bear.

Hot water bottle only.

1st check

hot

warm

cool

2nd check

hot

warm

cool

3rd check

hot

warm

cool

1st check

hot

warm

cool

2nd check

hot

warm

cool

3rd check

hot

warm

cool

Which bear stayed warmer for longer? Write your answer and an explanation why below
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Experiment 2: Extra Layers of warmth.
Some animals have fur. In winter this fur can change to become
thicker or longer. This helps to keep the animals warmer in the
cold weather. You will pretend that wrapping yourself in a
blanket is like growing extra fur. Will it keep you warmer?
Make a prediction. Will you be warmer outside with or without a coat and blanket?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Stand outside for 2 minutes. Come back inside. Write how you felt
………….………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Put on a coat or wrap yourself tightly in a blanket. Step outside again for 2 minutes. Come
back inside. Write how you felt
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Which was warmer? Write your answer and an explanation why below.
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Lesson 2- Preparing for Winter
Introduction:
Not all animals hibernate, some animals have different ways of helping them survive over
winter. Some store food so they have food to eat in winter or some travel to warmer
places; this is called migration. You will be making a plane goose to migrate and playing a
matching game. Matching animals to their winter survival strategy.
Equipment:
• Pencil
• Paper
• Glue
Instructions:
Activity 1:
There is not always enough food available for
animals to eat in the winter. Some animals collect
and store as much food in the autumn so they can
eat it over winter.
Look at the pictures. What are these animals doing
to help them store food for winter?

This video shows how squirrels store their food
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zdr3cdm

Woodpecker:
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….……………………………
Chipmunk:

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Vole:
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Activity 2:
When large groups of animals move from one place to another it is called migration.
How are these animals migrating? Why do you think they are migrating?

……………………………………………………………………………….

……………………………………………………………………………….

……………………………………………………………………………….
Activity 3: Making a flying V formation
Some birds and insects do not like the cold weather. So, they use their wings to fly to a
hotter part of the world. They often fly along way so they fly in a V shape to make it
easier.

You first need to make some paper aeroplanes so you can create a V formation. Using a
piece of paper, fold it into a paper airplane (see instructions below). Video instructions
can be found here. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1PVA2nPU60U

1. Make 2 more paper airplanes the same as the 1st plane.
2. Decorate the point of your airplane so
it looks like a goose’s face.
3. With help from other people in your
house, can you throw the 3 planes so
they fly in the V formation?
4. You might need lots of practise. Hint
the 1st plane needs to be thrown a
second before plane 1 and 2.

Activity 4: Sorting animals winter survival strategies.
You have learnt about 3 ways animals keep themselves safe and alive over the cold
winter. Use what you know to sort the animals
1) Cut out the animals
2) Use your knowledge to sort them into the correct categories.
3) Glue them on.

Hibernation means to fall
asleep for a long time over
winter.

Adaptation means
changing. Changing their
fur or changing the way
they store food.

Migration means to move
to somewhere different.
Often this is to somewhere
warmer.

Write the names or draw any other animals you know into the categories.

Research one other migrating animal. Write any information you have found below.
Name of the animal………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………

Add or draw a picture of the animal

……………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………….…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Vole- collects food and puts it in his hole
house.
Chipmunk – hold food in its cheeks

Salmon: swimming. To breed.
Buffalo: walking. To find food.
Birds/geese; flying. To find hotter weather

Woodpecker – makes holes in trees to hold
acorns.

Activity 2:

Activity 1

Migration goose finch (birds)
Adaptation squirrel moose
Hibernation: bear hedgehog
Activity 4

Lesson 1 – Animals and habitats in hot climates
Introduction: In this lesson you will be learning about animals that live in a hot climate
and what their habitat looks like.
Equipment:
• Pencil
• Scissors
• Glue
Instructions: You need to read about different habitats and complete the activities at the
end of each activity.
Activity 1 – You will need to read the information below
around life for animals in a hot environment. If you need
some support don’t forget to ask an adult.

Desert

Can you now circle the animals from the picture below that belong in a desert habitat?

Activity 2 – Read the factsheets around different animals/creatures in the desert.

Using the template below, can you create at least one fact sheet about a desert animal
from the information you have read in Activity 3. You may also want to create a fact sheet
about another animal an find the information on the internet, for example the desert
tortoise.

Activity 3 – In this activity you will need to match the words with the correct part of the
animals’ body.

Answers
Activity 2:

Correct animals are:

Lesson 2 – Animals and their habitats in cold climates
Introduction: In this lesson you will be learning about animals that live in a cold climate
and what their habitat looks like.
Equipment:
• Pencil
Instructions: You need to read about different habitats and complete the activities at the
end of each activity.
Activity 1 – You will read the information below around life for animals in a cold
environment.

Can you decide which of these live in the Arctic?

Activity 2 – Read the information around animals that live in the Arctic

Using the template below can you create at least one fact sheets on an Arctic animal from
the information you have read in Activity 3. You can choose to research an animal of your
choice if you want to

Activity 3 – Can you fill in the blanks with the relevant information around each animal?
Focus on why those elements are important.

Answers:

Lesson 3 – Animals and their habitats in the oceans
Introduction: In this lesson you will be learning about animals that live in an oceanic
habitat (sea) and what that looks like.
Equipment:
• Pencil
Instructions: You need to read about different habitats and complete the activities at the
end of each section.
Activity 1 – You need to read the information around the oceanic habitat.

Look at the pictures below and circle those that live in the sea

Activity 2 – Read the information cards around life in the oceans.

Now you have read the information can you answer the following questions?
Which animal has 5 arms?
……………………………………………………………………………………………….
Which animal sleeps with one eye open?
………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Which animal grabs its prey by using its arms?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Which animal has the loudest call?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Which animal can be found on land as well as in the water?
………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Activity 3 – Answer the following questions:

Answers:
Activity 1

Sea creatures.

Activity 2
• Starfish
• Dolphin
• Octopus
• Blue Whale
• Crab

Activity 3

Lesson 4 – British Isles habitats
Introduction: We will look at the diverse habitat across the British Isles and what wildlife
lives in these habitats.
Equipment:
• Pencil
• Scissors
• Glue
Instructions: You will read the information provided around British wildlife and their
habitats and then complete the activities.
Activity 1 – Read the following information.

Can you cut out and paste the correct animals that live in the British woodland.

BRITISH WOODLAND

Activity 2 – You are going to read the information below.

Can you answer the following questions around the above text?

Activity 3 – These are slightly harder question to answer.

Answers:
Activity 2 – These are the animals to be pasted into the grids.

Activity 2

Activity 3

Lesson 1 – Endangered Animals
Introduction: Today we are going to focus on endangered animals and reasons why they
are becoming endangered.
Equipment:
• Pencil
• Coloured pencils
• paper
Instructions: Read through the information slides and answer the questions.
Activity 1 - Read through the information slides and answer the questions.

Can you guess how many animals went extinct in 2019?....................................................
Can you guess how many endangered animals there are in the world?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Activity 2 – Read the information about global warming and then see if you can answer
the questions.

Here are some ways we can help with global warming, fill in the gaps using the words to
help you.
Rubbish, Beef, Pork, Lamb, Electricity, Trees,
Recycled, Cycling, Animals, Shopping, Plastic

Using less ………………………………. can help stop global warming. We can do this
by switching off lights or the TV when we leave a room.

Using less plastic is another way we can help to stop global warming.
You can reuse …………………………… and buy things that have less
……………………. packaging.

Try to recycle as much ………………………. as you can.
If things are ……………………………., factories don’t have to make as many new
things. This means less oil and coal will be used.

Walking, ………………………… or scootering more will also help.

Trees help to clean our air but forests are cut down to make huge fields to keep lots of
………………………….

Farm animals also produce a gas called methane which is a gas
that has been linked to global warming. Trying to eat less meat is
good for the environment.
The ……………., …………………., ……………………. and other meats that
people eat come from cows, pigs and sheep and other animals.

Planting new ………………………………………. In parks and gardens helps to
improve our air.
Try putting an acorn or conker in a pot with some soil and watering it from
time to time. You may even see a new tree grow!

Activity 3 – Read the information about these endangered animals and then see if you
can answer the questions.
Name: Polar Bear
Status: Vulnerable (population is getting smaller)
Where in the world? Arctic Circle
Did You Know…?
Polar bears have been known to swim for
100 miles in their hunt for food.

Name: Red Squirrel
Status: Concern (population is getting smaller)
Where in the world? Europe
Did You Know…?
A red squirrel can jump more than 2 metres
and survive a fall of 12 metres without
injury.

Name: Mountain Gorilla
Status: Critically endangered
Where in the world? Central Africa
Did You Know…?
Gorilla’s arms are longer than their legs. This
lets them walk on all fours and still have
their head held high to spot danger.

Name: Sea Turtle (all varieties)
Status: Endangered
Where in the world? Sea turtles roam almost every ocean.
Did You Know…?
Green Sea Turtles can hold their breath for 5
minutes when they dive to feed but can stay
underwater for up to five hours.

These animals are all endangered for different reasons.
Can you link the animal to the why you think it is threatened?

Polar Bears

Red squirrel

Mountain
Gorilla

Sea Turtle

Activity 4 – Conservation Challenge – Design a poster.
Can you help save a species?

In Britain, I like to live in
woodlands with deciduous
trees but this habitat is
shrinking as woodlands are
cut down to make way for
houses.

My habitat is changing
because of global warming.
The seas are slowly warming
which means the ice that I use
to hunt from and live on is
disappearing.

I am hunted for food, for my
shell and my eggs. I get
caught is fishing nets and can
drown. Plastic pollution
causes me harm. The sandy
beaches where I lay my eggs
are being destroyed.

There are only around 880 of
these left in the wild. I live in
mountainous areas, safe in
thick forests. My home is
being lost as people clear the
forests for farms. I am hunted
for food.

Choose an endangered species you have looked at today and design an eye-catching
poster to use to explain to people about endangered species.
•
•
•

What does your species look like?
Where can this species be found?
Why is this species endangered?

Answers
Activity 1
EXTINCT. Do you know what these animals are –
Bird is called a

Tiger is a

Dodo

Tasmanian Tiger

Do you know how many animals went extinct in 2019 alone? 7
Do you know how many endangered animals there are in the world? Over 7000.
That number doesn't even include the plants, animals, and other life-forms that are listed
by some scientists as vulnerable, critically endangered, or extinct in the wild—all rankings
that mean a species is inching closer and closer to ill-fated extinction

Activity 2 – Global warming

Activity 3 -

Lesson 2 – British Birds
Introduction: There are over 500 species of birds in Britain. Sadly, many of the glorious
birds which grace our British woods are now on the Birds of Conservation Concern 4 Red
List (the highest conservation priority needing urgent action) due to habitat loss and
persecution. UK woodland was once awash with a huge variety of bird species, but as
time has gone on some species have begun to decline.
Equipment:
• Pencil
• Coloured pencils
Instructions: Do you recognise any of these birds pictured below? Some of these species
are rapidly declining. Can you guess how many of these are listed as endangered?

Go for a walk, try to walk around a woodland area if possible or close to one. If you are
unable to go for a walk today why not look out into your back garden to see what you can
find?
Using the table below we are going to see if we can spot any of these birds? You will need
to be patient, calm and look really hard.

Bird Watching Checklist
Have you seen this Where?
bird? Tick or Cross Where have you seen this bird?

Birds

Robin

House Sparrow
Great tit

Common Chaffinch
Wrens

Crow

Green Woodpecker

Turtle Dove

Common Starling
Mistle Thrush
Red Backed Shrike
Meadow Pipit

Stock Dove

Heron
Tawny Owl

Out of the 15-bird species pictured how many of them did you find?.................................
Why do you think you couldn’t find them all?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

Did you spot any birds that are NOT on the list? ……………………………………………………………
What did it look like?
Can you draw or describe it in the box below? Can you draw or describe where you saw it,
its surroundings?

Answers
8 out of the 15 birds are listed as endangered whilst many others are steadily declining.
Endangered Birds - Woodpecker, Mistle thrush, Turtle Dove, Redbacked Shrike, Meadow
Pipit, Stock Dove, Herons, Tawny Owl.
Bird watching – own answers; Questions – own answers; Drawing or description – own
answers.

Lesson 3 – Working with animals
Introduction: There are many jobs which involve looking after animals in different ways.
Equipment:
• Pencil
• Worksheets
Instructions: We are going to look at 5 jobs involving animals and then one job in more
detail.
Activity 1 - Can you match the job to its job role?
They teach them to do
simple tasks like sit, down,
stay and they work
with animals trained
to do a specific task.

They treat sick and injured
animals

Look after animals that are
raised for meat, fibre, eggs
and milk.

Someone who rides an
animal in racing events

Feed the animals and to
cleaning and maintain
the animal's enclosure.

Activity 1 Can you match the job to its job role (this is a more detailed description of the
jobs)
This is a person engaged in agriculture,
raising living organisms for food or raw
materials. The term usually applies to
people who do some combination of
raising field crops, orchards, vineyards,
poultry, or other livestock.
Also known as behaviourist or
instructors. They teach obedience and
basic control techniques, such as
walking to heel, sitting, staying and
retrieving.
They serve the healthcare needs of
animals, including small animals,
livestock, avian, and zoo and
laboratory animals. Most of their
work in private clinic settings

Highly trained professionals who are
employed by racehorse owners. They
are responsible for maintaining all
riding equipment, including helmets,
saddles, boots, whips, elastic girths,
goggles, and riding pants.
Animal professionals who are
responsible for maintaining the
health of their animals as well as
ensuring proper maintenance of their
habitat.

Activity 2 – Read the information about a vet and then complete the picture of them by
adding the equipment they need

Veterinary Uniform
A vet needs to wear a uniform when working with animals especially when doing an
operation, this is to prevent the spread of any germs to the sick or injured animal.
Depending on the animal that they are working with, some vets need to wear protective
clothing especially if they are working with large heavy animals, such as a horse.
Draw a veterinary uniform onto the template and label it. Think about what they might
need to wear when working with small and large animals to protect them and the
animals.
Help – Here are 3 pictures- a
doctor, a surgeon and a farmer.
Look closely at what they are
wearing. Does a vet need any of
the items?

Activity 3 – X - RAYS
An X-Ray is a diagnostic procedure which allows a vet to
see inside an animal’s body to assess their bones and
organs for any issues or diseases. X-ray is a commonly
used imaging technique which helps provide vets with
more information to help us learn about what is going on
inside the animal.
These are both x-ray machines doing the same job just on different sized animals!

Looking at the animal X-rays, can you work what they are?

Answers
Activity 1

Activity 2
Veterinary uniform could include;
• Loose fitting top
• Loos fitting trousers
• Protective shoes – boots when working with large animals
• Surgical face mask
• Surgical head mask/covering
• Waterproof overalls when dealing with larger animals.
You may have also included equipment they might wear;
• Stethoscope
• Watch

Activity 3

Lesson 4 – Cultures and animals
Introduction: People rely on animals in different ways, let’s take a look into the life of
Inuit people and Hindus.
Equipment:
• A pencil
Instructions:
Activity 1 Read the information slides and complete the table.

Inuit rely on many Arctic animals for survival - clothes, food and transport.
Inuit have relied on caribou (reindeer) for centuries, these animals play a central role in
their cultures, not just economically, but socially and traditionally as well.
What do you think they rely on these animals for?
Animal

To make clothes
from.

To help with
transport.

To be used for food

Activity 2 – Read the following questions and talk to an adult before answering them
Would you like to live as an Inuit in the Artic? Explain your answer?

Referring back to lesson 1 of PSHE ‘Endagered Animals’ Global warming is having a huge
affect on the Inuit people.
What is happening to inuit homes and surroundings?

What will happen to the inuit people and animals if global warming continues?

Activity 3 – Hindu Culture
Many animals are considered sacred (important) in the Hindu culture, one of which is the
cow.
Hindus do not consider the cow to be a god and
they do not worship it. Hindus, however, are
vegetarians and they consider the cow to be a
sacred symbol of life that should be protected
and revered.

What did you learn? Can you say why cows are sacred to Hindus?

Do you like cows and why?

Answers
Activity 1

Activity 2

Activity 3
What did you learn? Can you say why cows are sacred to Hindus?
Possible answers include –
•
•
•
•

Sacred means important
Cows are sacred to Hindus as they are considered to be like mothers.
They provide us with milk which can be turned into many things like butter,
cheese and ghee.
Ghee is used in many Hindu sacrifices and at Hindu weddings

Do you like cows and why?
Own answers

Lesson 1 – Couch Island
Introduction: You are going to pretend you are an animal that doesn’t like water and
need to navigate a course avoiding the wet.
Equipment:
• Pillows/Cushions
• Towels
• Objects you can stand on (old cardboard, rugs)
• Groundsheets
• Blankets
• Stools/Pouffes
• Settee/Armchair/Bed/Beanbag
• Stopwatch
Instructions: You will set up a course on one floor of your house that will become the
terrain and habitat of your chosen animal (that you are!)
Activity 1 – Warm up
Please follow the 10 Pulse Raisers below for 30 seconds per exercise.

Then complete each stretch below for 10 seconds (remember when an arms or legs
stretch, both left and right side needs to be done)

Activity 2 – Laying the course and attempting to complete it.

Set up the course: With your carers/parents’ permission, create a trail leading around the
house to a settee/armchair/hammock/bean bag/bed. You will need to place all the
equipment you are going to use on the floor. It can be your choice to start with around
how long/short the course is, it could also go under a table (meaning you have to bend
like under trees, hop like hopping over logs).
Activity: You are going to work on your balancing and pathway knowledge to complete
this activity. You are going to start on an object and make your way to your finishing
object, remember that the floor is considered water/sea. So, the idea is to avoid falling in!
If you fall off your objects you have to restart your trail. Get an adult to time you on this
activity to see how fast you can complete it. Remember you are an animal and their
movements can be different to ours

Activity 3 – Making the course harder and more difficult.
There are lots of modifications that can be done to this activity, using smaller
towels/cushions, spreading the balancing objects further apart, making the course go
further around the house (if weather permits create a course outside). Remember you
must be timed on how fast you complete this new course as well.

Lesson 2 – Trying to catch your animals
Introduction: This activity is all about skill, accuracy and speed. You will be attempting
two activities that simulate catching animals.
Equipment:
• Towels
• Rolled up socks
• Recycled plastic bottles
• Hula hoop/cardboard made into a ring
• Stopwatch

Instructions: You are going to practice two different skill games which could be used to
catch your animals that have escaped.
Activity 1 – Warm up
Complete each activity for 30 seconds.

Activity 2 – Towel tossing If you can watch this clip:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z675rXytE0Q&list=PL7br61LowqPiDlbCHOcqwpjPVbI5r6fb

You need to lay your towel out (about 2/3 metres away) from the throw line. It will be laid
out fully to start the task, you will also need a pair of rolled up socks.
The idea of the game is to toss the sock onto the towel:

Remember that you must throw your sock from the throw line every time.
Here we go on the rules:

Activity 3 – Toss the ring

In this game you are going to pretend you
are attempting to lasso your cattle.
The first thing is the plastic water bottles
need filling with water to make them
stable like an animal in a field. You need to
use hula hoops or create your own thick
cardboard hoop that will fly in the air, and
are large enough to go over your bottles.
You need to designate a throw line (about
3 metres away to start with). You are then
trying to get your rings over the bottles, as
if you’re lassoing your cattle. If you get
them over the bottle successfully you
score 3 points, if you only get it half over
or miss then you score 0 points. The idea
of the game is to get to 30 points in as
shorter time as possible.
Keep a score using the table below.

Name

Scores

Activity 4 – Flip the Yard

This is an activity that uses equipment from the last activity.

Use the table below to register your scores.

Lesson 3 – Using different ways to feed animals!
Introduction: You are going to play different games that have some resemblance to
feeding animals (you need to become quite imaginative)
Equipment:
• Lots of socks individually
• 2 cardboard boxes (any size)
• Markers for starting point
• Trainers
• Plastic bags
• Towels/tea towels/old cardboard
• Stopwatch
Instructions: For each activity you will need to follow the separate instructions so that the
tasks can be completed.
Activity 1 – Warm Up
Complete each warm up for 30 seconds.

Complete each stretch for 10 seconds.

Activity 2 – Sock Hop
Equipment needed for this game: Lots of socks, 2 boxes and Markers
You will need to set up this
activity with carers/parents’
permission, collect as many
socks as you can find and spread
them out in an open area, where
you have no obstacles. You could
play in pairs or on your own,
mark the starting spots and then
place the boxes off to the side of
the markers. The socks are
spread over an area 3m x 3m.

The activity is as follows:
You are working on your fine motor skills in
your feet, as well as hopping to the boxes. So,
balance will also play an important part of this
activity. You will need to be in bare feet as you
will be racing to pick up socks with your toes
(similar to what some animals do when
feeding).
You will need to use your toes to clinch the
sock, you then have to hop back to drop it in
your box. The foot that has the sock clinched
must be in the air while hopping. You are only
allowed to pick one sock up at a time. If you
drop it you must pick it back up with your toes.
Once all the socks have been collected, you need to count how who has the most (if
playing against someone, or how many in a time limit if playing on your own). NO HANDS
ARE USED AT ALL IN THIS ACTIVITY.
Sock Hop progression
For progression (make it harder): Push the markers further away from the socks, change
from hopping to running, skipping or jumping, use different size/coloured socks for bonus
points, reduce the time allowed. Now see who is the master of Sock Hop!

Activity 4 – The Para’shoe’te (This is similar to throwing food into the cages for the
animals, accuracy and skill needed.)

Equipment needed for this game: 2 trainers (if playing against someone else), 2 plastic
bags, 10 towels/tea-towels/pieces of cardboard and markers.

You will need to set this activity up with carers/parents’ permission. Place the markers at
the beginning of the track, split the 10 towels/tea-towels/cardboard pieces into two
straight lines from the markers.
Tie the plastic bag handles around the laces of the trainers. The shoes will start in front of
the 2 lines and behind the markers.
The activity is as follows:
You will work on underhand throwing skills (this is similar to throwing food into the cages
for the animals, accuracy and skill needed). On the GO signal from an adult, you will
compete either against the clock or somebody else.
You will then need to collect all five towels in front of you. This is done by throwing your
shoe, with its parachute on, to one of the towels and it must land on it. When this is done
you can collect the towel and place behind your marker (or in a box). If it doesn’t land on
the towel, retrieve the shoe and try again.
If playing against someone else, it is the person who collects all 5 towels before the other
person that wins. If playing on your own, set the stopwatch and see how long it takes for
you to get all five towels.
Para’shoe’te progression:
Place the towels further away, use heavier shoes/sandals, place value points onto the
towels (5pts furthest away, 1pt closest), place the shoe inside the bag to throw instead of
tying to laces, create a large grid to throw into, add a specific time limit.

Lesson 4 – Getting to round animals up
Introduction: You are going to participate in activities that have a link to rounding animals
up in the wild.
Equipment:
• Stairs (if you have them)
• 3 balls/rolled up socks
• 5 boxes/plastic containers
• Lots of books/objects
• Lots of sock balls
• Markers/Cones
• Sibling or adult
Instructions: For each activity you will need to follow the separate instructions so that the
tasks can be completed.

Activity 1 – Warm Up. Try these warm-up activities for 30 seconds each.

Activity 2 – Plinko
Equipment needed for this game: Stairs, 3
ball/rolled up socks, 5 boxes/plastic
containers, books/objects.
You will need to set this activity up with your
carers/parents’ permission, you will need to
make a line of objects on each step (see
pictures above).
The boxes/plastic containers will be at the
bottom of the stairs, just below the last step.
Each bucket will have a number attached to
it. The ball/socks will start at the top of the
stairs.
The activity is as follows:
You will work on your rolling skills, trying to
get the ball/sock into a bucket trying to
avoid the objects (this is similar to trying to
round up animals and ensuring they arrive
at the correct pen).
You will start at the top of the stairs and roll your balls/socks down one by one to the
bottom. You get 3 rolls, you need to be away from the edge of the top step when rolling
(preferably sitting down). Whichever box the ball lands in (if it arrives) will be the points
value. Add all the 3 balls totals together.
If the ball rolls off the stairs or gets stuck it will not count for any points. If not rolling at
the time, you may choose an exercise to perform while waiting for the balls/socks to
come to the bottom of the stairs.
The highest points total after 6 rolls will be declared the winner. Alternate who throws
first.
Plinko progression:
Have fewer buckets, involve more objects, try a soft kick instead of rolling, play up to five
rounds, play against lots of people and keep score using the table below.

Activity 3 – Cliff hanger
Equipment needed for this
game:
Sock balls, Markers/Cones
You will need to set this activity
up with carers/parents’
permission, place 2
markers/cones at opposite sides of the room.
Spread all the sock balls out inside the area between the cones. Make sure they’re not too
far apart, one of you will start at one end and someone else at the other end.
The activity is as follows:
You are going to work on stability/balance skills (this is often what is needed when trying
to round up animals in the wild, stealth and stamina being the important skill).
You are going to try and get to the other side, whilst having your hands and feet on a rock
(sock ball). You must crawl across to be successful, if you make it through the other
markers that’s 1 point.
If you fall and touch the ground, you must go back to your starter marker and go again.
You are going against the clock to see how many points you can get within 5 minutes.
Cliff hanger progression:
Space the sock balls further apart, have the students walk across the sock balls, cut the
time limit down to 3 minutes to make the activity harder to complete.

Lesson 1 – Creating an ocean habitat scene
Introduction: You are going to create an ocean scene out of various materials.
Equipment:
• Old shoe box
• Old cardboard
• Small plastic bottles
• Shiny paper
• Coloured paper
• Beads
• Pipe cleaners
• Paper plates
• Clothes pegs
• Paper cups
• Paints
Instructions: You are going to build up your scene
throughout the various activities so that you will have
an ocean montage at the end of the lesson.
Activity 1
You are going to create your animals for the sea. You
are going to create your sea creatures to put into
your scene.
Using the pictures as a helping aid, try and create
different ideas.

Activity 2

You are going to create your Ocean background with a shoe box, it will need to be painted
and the background designs made to slot into the box. Look at the pictures below and use
these as a helping aid. When completed drop your creatures made into your tableaux.
Use the following templates for the reeds, waves etc.

Activity 3 – Can you create a scene similar to these below? It might take slightly longer
than normal. (If you have access to the internet have a look for ideas)

Lesson 2 – Design and create animal
shelters.
Introduction: You are going to use your
design skills and ideas around creating
suitable animal shelters for farms or zoos.
Equipment:
• Pencil
• Paper
Instructions:
You will use the information and aids to
help you to design, colour and create a shelter for animals. Remember to always ask an
adult when you are using scissors to cut things.
Activity 1
Look at these pictures below and think how they are made. Also look at how they suit the
animals. Talk to an adult about what is in each picture. What animal do you think would
live there? What is the shelter made from?

After looking at these pictures ask yourself some key questions
Write these down on paper.

What do you like/dislike about these enclosures?

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….……
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..………………..

How has it been made to suit the animal’s needs?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………..

Is it missing anything?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..…………………..

How could this design be improved to make it better for the animal?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..…………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………..

Now decided which enclosure you like?
What do think were the most important features of
the enclosures?
Can you find a cardboard box at home? Can you now
create an animal enclosure with the box? You can
paint and decorate it to make it nice for your animal.

Activity 2
You are now going to imagine you are building
a zoo or a farm. To do this you need to think
about some of the animals you would like to
have on your zoo or farm, and the types of
enclosures and shelter needed.
Think about when you have visited a zoo or
farm: What special features did each habitat
have? E.g. Was the lion enclosure the same as
the penguins? Was the hen house the same as
the pig enclosure? Why would they be
different?
Write down you answers to the above
questions.
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Activity 3
Choose an animal and describe some of the
things that your enclosure would need.
You are now going to need to start designing
an enclosure for this particular animal.
Using a plain piece of paper start creating
your design.
You now need to think about how you can
create your enclosure using things around the
home. For example:
• A tyre swing for a monkey could be
made out of a bottle top and pipe
cleaners.
• A penguin pond could be a bowl of
water

